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Hash flash:

Blowback/The Penguin
Vacancy
Jetstream
Gordechov with unofficial pix by
Anaconda and Ho Chi Min.
Master of Music: Nobody in particular
InterHashional Representative: The Penguin
Correspondence: Doug Whittle, 23 Fairway, Girton,
Cambridge CB3 0QF. Phone 01223 564201
Website: www.inh3.co.uk

IndoNostalgia Run 49 – March 2016
Little Lodge Farm, Santon Downham, Norfolk.
The fun and games started on Friday evening when
those in need of pre-hydration gathered at The Bell in
Thetford. Early arrivals we in time to order Value
meals at only £4.99 whilst the later arrivals had a
choice of the £10 for two courses or the normal
menu. Ballsack chose fish and chips but after an hour
and a half nothing had appeared as he hadn’t actually
paid, in Thetford it’s no cash, no food! However,
when Muff Diver’s dinner arrived it was high-jacked
and given to Ballsack.

educated in how to enjoy a Single Malt, a lesson that
he took very seriously. It was now The Penguin’s
round and as it was past 11pm the bar could only
serve residents and as it happened, he was staying
elsewhere. The next round therefore had to be
charged to Spermwhale’s room, could it be that The
Penguin is following in Nightjar’s footsteps? For the
uninitiated, when Nightjar “buys” a round it always
gets put on someone else’s bill!

As the beer went down, so Spermwhale got noisier
and after devouring his steak complained that it was
overcooked. Despite the fact that he’d eaten it, the
waitress brought him another, cooked to his liking. At
this point Mashed Potato decided to go shopping and
left him to it.
Late arrivals Lady Slipstream and Slipped In were
disgusted to discover a turd in their bathroom and
were immediately upgraded to a superior room with
sitting area and a four poster bed! Not a bad ruse for
getting upgraded!
As the last stranglers made their way to bed,
Spermwhale offered The Penguin a wee dram and it
transpired that there was a bottle of Ardbeg 10 year
old behind the bar. This proved too tempting for
Jetstream who joined them for nightcap. Rather than
savouring this excellent whisky, Spermwhale downed
his in one, much to the horror of the others. Another
round was called for so that Spermwhale could be

What a peaceful spot
Saturday dawned and it was a cold overcast day with
a damp mist lingering over the land, ugh! However,
this didn’t deter the hardy IndoNostalgia Exiles and at
11 o’clock we gathered in a rather chilly circle.
Haven’t Got One announced that the run was about 6
miles (boo!) but that there would be a beer stop
(hurrah!). Immediately Honey Bun, Pugwash and
Gorilla offered to help with the beer stop as they had

no intention of walking 6 miles, or any miles at all, for
that matter.

make a U-turn when they reached the swamp and
take the road, like normal people.

Despite the forecast, the sun refused to shine and it
was a very cold run through the forest. We were
running on Cambridge Rules with enough checks and
turn-backs to stop the FRBs from getting too far
ahead. One particularly cunning double check-back
allowed the walkers to catch up as the trail doubled
back on itself. At this point Only Me was seen taking
what appeared to be a very intelligent short-cut,
however, it turned out that she wanted a pee and just
happened to come across the trail long whilst looking
for a private spot.

After some very confusing bits of trail we found
ourselves crossing the railway line, where Gordechov
attempted to re-enact the scenes from last week’s
Cambridge Hash where Hashflash brought the main
line train to an emergency stop by standing on the
track recording the pack crossing the rails. At this
point HGO offered us the option of taking a short-cut
to the beer stop but we stupidly turned him down and
continued on a long loop into the woods.

Whilst the pack made its’ way through the forest, the
crèche, comprising Blowback, Little Blow, Wai-Wai,
Just Josie, Su Su Ibu, Mud Flaps and Just Lola made a
rather shorter circuit and were soon back at the Farm,
a very sensible decision as it turned out.

Emerging from the woods we found yet another
check-point and whilst we hung around waiting for
someone else to find the trail, Anaconda shot off
down the path which we all thought would be the
true trail. However, after she’d gone about half a mile
she turned round and started running back. Another
falsie, so the pack stared checking the other way.
However, when Anaconda got back to the checkpoint it was only to ask what “BN” stood for! “Beer
Near”, so this was the true trail after all.
Eventually we found a culvert under the railway tracks
and were greeted by The Earl of Pampisford with a
beer in one hand and a fag in the other. The beer-stop
at last – hurrah!

Slipped In and Lady Slipstream check it out
Despite, or because of, the cold, there were some
unexpected FRB’s. Lady Slipstream and Slipped In
were particularly athletic and bounded up several
false trails before eventually guessing correctly. For a
change, Hashflash Gorbechov was actually ahead of
the pack and was able to get some shots of FRBs from
the front instead of the usual collection of backsides
as he brought up the rear, not that any of these
excellent photos are included in this report, you’ll
have to look on Facebook for the other pictures.
At one point we crossed the road and as we went
down a dirt track, Shamcock pointed out that this was
the way he and U-Bend had followed in their failed
attempt to take the shortest route to the Farm. Not
having a four wheel drive vehicle they were forced to

The Earl of Pampisford arrives early at the beerstop
The sign of a well laid run is when the runners and
walkers all reach the beer stop at the same time, as
shown by the group picture below.

since his first IndoNostalgia efforts in Porlock, which
are best forgotten!

Proof that most of the pack found the Beerstop
We still had a fair way to go to get back to the Farm
but it was all through the woods and very pleasant.
Fortunately the biathlon was the following day so we
were not interrupted by a load of athletes.

Sari or sarong? Ballsack waits for the beer to clear

Rather than start the circle as soon as we got back to
the Farm, the Hare had prepared some excellent soup
which warmed everyone up. Come Later, Rosita and
See My Tits arrived at this point and caused quite a
stir with the Rolls Royce proving to be a star
attraction.

Shamcock does an excellent Ian Paisley impression

Spermwhale spoils the view
Hashmaster, Blowback, slipped off at this point,
promising to return tomorrow, and left The Penguin
to take the circle. He opened with some tales from
last night before calling on Shamcock to sing a song.
This had obviously been planned as he stepped
forward with copious notes and proceeded to
entertain with a selection of the 100 verses of
Limericks.
With no RA appointed, it fell on a series of volunteers
to come forward with charges, jokes and ditties,
which kept the pack entertained. Spermwhale, for
the first time ever, managed to sing all of the Lobster
Song with hardly a wrong word, a notable feat after
over 10 years of failing to recall more than one verse
and forgetting the tune as well. He’s improved a lot

Throughout the circle, the English rugby fans kept an
eye on their watches as England v Wales was due to
kick-off at 4pm! Luckily the timing of the circle fitted
in perfectly and proceedings didn’t need to be cut
short in order to watch the match. Each lodge had a
TV so we could even choose who we watched it with.

Famous five go drinking

While England were thrashing Wales (slight
exaggeration for Klinger’s benefit as the Welsh almost
drew level in the dying moments) our host was
preparing Dinner and a jolly fine job he did. Chicken,
Rice, Sate Sauce, Veggie Curry and enough salad to
feed an army. Although he’d done all the cooking
single handed, he was not short of helpers when it
came to chopping stuff up and dishing it out – thanks
to all the helpers, they know who they are.

(being basically a rectangular grid) meant that it was
relatively easy to short cut and appear in front of the
pack.
Such was the enjoyment of walking through the wood
that some of the walkers ambled straight past the
beer stop and had to be recalled.

The early start to the day meant that by 8pm several
were flagging and started making their way back to
the Bell, or wherever they were staying. Without
Boghopper or Strap-On to drink all night it turned out
to be a fairly quiet evening by IndoNostalgia
standards.
Sunday turned out to be nice and sunny, albeit still
rather chilly. While, Gorrilla and Slipped In set off for
the venue with car loads, The Penguin had unwisely
chosen to get a lift with Spermwhale, who kept
popping down to announce they be “just another ten
minutes” several times until they were eventually late
for the prompt 11am start.
Another super trail through the woods with some
exceeding long turn-backs, proof that Muff Diver had
stepped in to assist Haven’t Got One with laying the
trail. The Earl of Pampisford excelled himself by
sending It’ll Come Off the wrong way at so many
checks that she eventually learnt the art and managed
to go the wrong way on her own without further
guidance.

Pugwash exhausted after organising the beerstop
No soup today to delay the start of the circle and with
Scotland v France due to kick off at 3pm there was no
time to waste. Blowback had returned from surgery
and couldn’t be prevented from leading the circle
with some quick fire down-downs. With no RA or
Master of Musique to take charge, there was an
opportunity for others to step up and do their thing.
We even had a very musical song performed by
Bastard (he had the idea), Kermit (he had the words)
and The Penguin (he knew the tune). Despite trying to
keep a low profile, it was noticed that Ian had avoided
being Christened, several chaotic votes were taken
until everyone agreed with Blowback’s choice and he
was duly named, Rambling Man, reflecting his antics
on the trail.

Short Cutters? Never – FRBs wait for the pack

Although the Hares had laid several cunning checkbacks and turn-backs, the nature of the forest paths

Rambling Man

A fine Musical trio

Charges, songs and jokes followed quickly until it was
time for some lunch. Another feast prepared by HGO
with assistance from whoever he could rope in.

Hurry up the Rugby’s about to start

This time it was the Scots v France so even those with
little interest in the outcome, slumped in front of the
telly and pretended to watch the game, whilst
actually having a quiet nap.
Well done Haven’t Got One for superb organisation,
two excellent runs, gourmet meals and gallons to
drink. Unfortunately the Brandon Brewery had
delivered live ale rather than bright beer, so it was a
little cloudy on Saturday, however, by Sunday it was
beautifully clear and went down a treat.
Some stayed on another night to enjoy the tranquillity
of Little Lodge Farm for a little longer whist the rest of
us pissed off home.

Magnificent trail layer, chef, organiser and Hare

On-On to the the next runs:
May 24th 2016 - Bali
August 27th 2016 - Cambridge
March 2017 – Hartlepool
Check the website www.inh3.co.uk for
details.

What’s all this about?

